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MAINTENANCE INSTRUTION / AFTER CARE

FERTILIZER FOR YOUR LAWN

Turves are transplanted plants and need time to recover their full strength.

(please follow the package instructions oft he producer)

Keep playing children, pets and your self off the lawn for the first four weeks.

For example:

WATERING
 preferably using a sprinkler to give a gentle watering,
about.15-20min
 During the first two weeks the turves need to be watered
daily 2-4 times
 After two weeks, depending on the weather
1 - 2 times a week
 For the first season, watering should be carried out during hot, dry periods.



Any problems should be visible by the grass losing its colour.
MOWING
 Newly laid turves should not be mown until the grass starts to grow,
 the mowers should be set high for the first couple of cuts, and then
reduced over the following three or four cuts.
 Don´t cut the grass to short in summer
 Take off all the cutted grass and foliage from the lawn




time: march/mai
BUGA spezial: fertiliser with immediate an long-term effect

50g/qm

time: june/august
BUGA universal: to keep the lawn nice

50g/qm

time: after the last cut, oktober / november
BUGA Herbst: with potassium: as stock fertilizer in autum

70g/qm

rake it in the lawn and water the grass
different producer offer similar produktcombinations for best
maintenance, more detailled informations are to be found in specialized
trade shops.

FERTILIZING
 Use fertilizer from the specialized trade shop
(spring, summer and autum manure)
 Turn it out crosswise with a manure distributor
 Watering after turnout
SCARIFING
 1-2times a the year (spring / autum),
 take of the dethatch, bring in new grass seats and sand (0,5cm)
 good to combine with fertilization
We hope you enjoy your new lawn.
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